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Info:
What  better  thing  could  happen  to  a  Psychopunch  fan  than  consistently  being 
surprised by their idols – by the group’s classic trademarks just as much as by new 
and unusual ingredients? In other words, by a band who after ten albums, various EPs, 
singles,  split  releases and  videos,  still  has  the  talent  to  permanently  evolve  while 
continuing to focus its energy on the essentials, which means traditional punk rock in 
combination with  a gift  for  writing anthems. Welcome to the world  of  Sweet  Baby 
Octane! This is the eleventh album by this band from Sweden who – let me just say  
this much – proves to be more colourful and diverse than ever before. So no wonder 
that for founder member and vocalist JM, the title of the new album is a reference to 
the 1970s – without a doubt the most colourful decade in rock music. Because Sweet 
Baby  Octane  features  both  elements:  the  long  tradition  of  this  powerful  musical 
direction and the topicality of the year 2015. 

Only two years ago, JM and his drummer Jocke faced the challenge of creating new 
personnel structures as Psychopunch were in urgent need of a new line-up following 
the release of their previous album, Smakk Valley (2013). The nerve-wracking life on 
the road, the many concessions that an established band sees itself forced to make – 
all those elements had worn out the group’s previous line-up. They went on to enlist  
Patrik ´Walle` Wallert (formerly Dead City Rockers) as their new bassist and Magnus 
Henriksson  (ex-Eclipse  and  W.E.T.)  on  guitars.  “Walle  and  Magnus’s  down-to-
earthiness fits in perfectly,” beams JM. “Both are not only excellent musicians but also 
have the same sense of humour as Jocke and I. In addition, Magnus has brought a 
new  and  very  positive  aspect  to  the  band  with  his  guitar  solos,  which  are  pretty 
unusual for our kind of music.”

The new line-up has also led to a new way of working. While Smakk Valley primarily 
rested on the shoulders of only two of the band members,  Sweet Baby Octane was 
composed by a collective. JM: “The first fragments of a song were mostly based on my 
inspiration, the rest was developed by the whole band, which made work so much 
easier for me as my suggestions fell on fertile ground with the other three. They all  
contributed their own ideas, which definitely benefits the new album.”



JM is talking about typical highlights such as ´I´ve Been Around`, ´What Did I Say` and 
´On A Night Like This (Hell Yeah)`, which the Psychopunch frontman rightly refers to 
as a “perfect party punk rock’n’roll song”, featuring guest vocalist Tossa from Swedish 
punk rock act Puffball. In addition, Sweet Baby Octane holds lots of surprises in store, 
such as the grooving ´Turn Up The Radio` and the atmospheric ´Drinking Alone`, the 
first track in the history of Psychopunch to feature an acoustic guitar (incidentally, also 
played by drummer Jocke). ´Forever And A Day`, a duet with German vocalist Clare 
Von Stitch, also deserves a mention. JM: “Everybody expects you to pick a ballad for a 
duet with a female vocalist. We went exactly the opposite direction and decided on a 
full-blown punk number.” Clare Von Stitch was brought to Psychopunch’s attention by 
Dirk ´The Pixeleye` Behlau, who produced the video clip to support the song and shot 
the photos for the new cover artwork. ´Punkrocker`, a cover of a track by the Swedish 
band  Teddybears,  is  another  unusual  choice  which  really  lives  up  to  its  title  in 
Psychopunch’s version. Another innovation in the career of  the Scandinavian punk 
rockers: ´When You´re Out Of Town` is the first genuine country punk track, featuring 
Swedish singer Julia Mörtstrand as another guest vocalist. Talking of vocals: none of  
the previous Psychopunch releases featured this many strong and gritty chorus parts. 

To cut a long story short,  Sweet Baby Octane is colourful in every respect. The 13 
tracks  (plus  intro  and  outro)  were  produced  by  Pelle  Saether  at  the  Studio 
Underground in Psychopunch’s hometown of Västerås between April and Juni 2015. 
“We’ve never had so much time for a production,” JM remembers happily, “that’s why 
we were able – for example on ‘Time Is On Our Side’ – to hone arrangements and 
some finer points in the studio.” The effort has definitely been worthwhile, as  Sweet 
Baby  Octane proves.  Psychopunch  fans  will  be  delighted  by  the  many  positive 
surprises their heroes have come up with.  And by the way: the new album will  be 
available on CD as well as on vinyl (including bonus track). So what are you waiting 
for?

Tracklisting:

 CD

1 Intro
2 I´ve been around
3 On a night like this (Hell Yeah)
4 Forever and a day
5 Turn up the radio
6 When you´re out of town 
7 Drinking alone
8 So high
9 Masquerade
10 What did I say
11 Time is on our side
12 Punkrocker
13 The new alive (CD only Bonus)
14 Showtime´s over
15 Outro



LP Tracklist

Side A:

1 Intro 
2  I´ve been around 
3 On a night like this (Hell Yeah) 
4 Forever and a day 
5 Turn up the radio 
6 When you´re out of town 
7 Drinking alone 

Side B:

1 So high 
2 Masquerade 
3 What did I say 
4 I can see it in your eyes  (Vinyl only Bonus)
5 Time is on our side 
6 Punkrocker  
7 Showtime´s over 
8 Outro 

PSYCHOPUNCH live:

March 19th, 2016  CH - Wetzikon, Hall Of Fame (w. V8 Wankers, Kitty in a Casket)
March 20th, 2016  AU - Salzburg, Rock House (w. V8 Wankers, Kitty in a Casket)

More shows to be announced soon…

DISCOGRAPHIE 
(nur Alben)
WE ARE JUST AS WELCOME AS HOLY WATER IN SATAN`S DRINK (1999)
BURSTING OUT OF CHUCKY`S TOWN (2000)
ORIGINAL SCANDINAVIAN SUPERDUDES (2001)
THE PLEASURE KILL (2002)
SMASHED ON ARRIVAL (2004)
KAMIKAZE LOVE REDUCER (2006)
MOONLIGHT CITY (2008)
DEATH BY MISADVENTURE (2009)
THE LAST GOODBYE (2010)
SMAKK VALLEY (2013)
Sweet Baby Octane (20. Nov. 2015)

Psychopunch on Facebook: www.facebook.com/Psychopunch
www.psychopunch.com
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